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**Title:** Collection of Santa Cruz small press broadsides

**Identifier/Call Number:** MS.L.020

**Contributing Institution:** Special Collections and Archives, University of California, Irvine Libraries

**Language of Material:** English

**Physical Description:** 0.1 Linear feet(1 oversize folder)

**Date:** 1975-circa 1980

**Abstract:** This collection is comprised of small press literary broadsides created from the mid 1970s to early 1980s in Santa Cruz, California. The bulk were printed by Tom Maderos at Green Horse Press; select works were printed by Maderos at Hammer Press and Cowell Press. Authors and translators include Tom Maderos, Stephen Kessler, William Greenwood, Paul Mann, Lynn Mally, and others.

**Printer:** Maderos, Tom

**Collector:** Mally, Lynn

**Access**
The collection is open for research.

**Publication Rights**
Property rights reside with the University of California. Copyrights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to reproduce or to publish, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.

**Preferred Citation**

For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.

**Collection Scope and Content Summary**
This collection is comprised of small press literary broadsides created from the mid 1970s to early 1980s in Santa Cruz, California. The bulk were printed by Tom Maderos at Green Horse Press; select works were printed by Maderos at Hammer Press and Cowell Press. Authors and translators include Tom Maderos, Stephen Kessler, William Greenwood, Paul Mann, Lynn Mally, and others.
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